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Abstract: This paper aims to integrate vibrational energy harvesters into bridge structures in a holistic
fashion that can lessen energy demands for safe bridge operation thus potentially increasing their
sustainability. Computationally efficient methodologies, that target the locality of the connection
of the harvesters, are utilized to determine optimal harvester frequencies that maximize the total
power generation of installed vibrational energy harvesters. Previous findings from the authors
indicate that a distributed configuration of harvesters can generate equal or more power than one
traditional large harvester when attached to a building structure with total equivalent harvester
mass. This paper investigates whether those findings also apply to bridge structures. Results from
a cable-stayed bridge model equipped with two or more harvesters along its deck are presented
and discussed. Distributed gardens are investigated as a means to integrate the harvester mass with
the pre-existing bridge structure. It is found that an equivalent, slightly larger, amount of power is
captured by the distributed garden design compared to a single pair of large harvesters placed near
the center of the bridge. This performance is very promising as the distributed garden design would
enable the enhancement of the structure’s aesthetics while also potentially creating ecological and
environmental benefits.
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1. Introduction

Vibrations are present in nature and in all man-made infrastructures. Civil infrastruc-
ture, such as buildings and bridges, is constantly exposed to a variety of vibration input
sources, including ambient vibrations [1–8], human and vehicular traffic [4,9,10]. These
motion-based vibrations can be more significant under seismic activity or earthquakes [8,11].
The vibrations caused by these energy sources are very attractive targets for infrastructure
scale vibrational energy harvesters with the dual purpose of alleviating the deleterious
effects caused by the vibrations and also as a source of energy capture and reuse.

Modern and economically driven architecture has based its structural design and
construction techniques on the implementation of taller and lighter structures achieved
through the use of less materials and with the aid of new technologies that target greater
efficiency [12]. These construction techniques, that develop lighter structures, have created
a secondary, but still of great importance, problem: human discomfort. The implementation
of this harvesting technology in buildings and bridges, can both improve the comfort of
structural occupants, by mitigating structural vibrations, while harvesting and storing the
energy in a reusable electrical form.

In general, civil infrastructure systems are exposed to environmental hazards, fatigue,
material aging and earthquakes; this is particularly so for bridges, which continue to
degrade with the passage of time [13]. These dynamic loadings have the potential to offer
sustainable energy sources that can be harvested to power electronic devices.

Bridges have become primary targets of structural health monitoring implementation
due to their constant deterioration and their particular susceptibility to damage from their
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exposure to intermittent dynamic loadings [14]. Recently, wireless sensor node (WSN)
technology has been utilized for health monitoring applications [15]. WSNs have many
practical uses in environmental sensing and monitoring such as detecting vibration levels
in structures [16]. These devices are made of different components as presented in [17] and
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Architecture of wireless sensor nodes [17].

WSNs utilize battery power making their implementation challenging when they are
applied at the infrastructure scale, particularly when they are spread over a large area. For
this reason, their implementation in structural health monitoring applications for bridges is
based on energy harvesting principles that create autonomy and self-powered capabilities
for these devices [16]. Commercially available WSNs require 0.09 to 128 mW [18] of power
for data transmission, however, this power requirement is on a sharp decline due to the
continuing development of components. Because of this low power requirement, WSNs
are very attractive for implementation in bridges, which are regularly exposed to ambient
vibrations from traffic and wind loads that can, on average, generate power on the order
of hundreds of microwatts with proof masses on the order of tens of grams. However,
when devices require larger power, large proof masses are also required since these are
proportional to the energy harvester’s output power capabilities [14].

Many studies on the application of vibrational energy harvesting to bridge structures
have been conducted, considering mostly vibration based electromagnetic [19–21] and
piezoelectric [22] harvester types. Recently, some researchers have also investigated the
effects of multifunctional composite materials combined with energy harvesting for various
applications including health monitoring in bridge infrastructure [23]. However, most of
these studies have been limited to very small harvesters with proof masses on the order of
tens of grams. The literature reports piezoelectric energy harvesters for bridge applications
with average power generation capabilities in the ranges of 30 µW to 10 mW for acceleration
excitations on the order of 0.1 g to 4.4 g [1–3,24]. Bridge electromagnetic harvesters have
also been reported to provide average power values in the range of 2 µW to 26 mW under
accelerations from 8 mg to 3 mg [4–7].

The ratio of harvester mass to structural mass has oftentimes been found to be the most
important parameter to consider when determining the efficiency of vibrational energy
harvesters when augmenting a real, large-scale structure, with a larger mass ratio dictating
better performance [25]. However, as civil structures often possess masses in the order
of thousands of tons, a multifunctional harvester mass should be contemplated to avoid
adding huge inert masses to a building or bridge.

Motivated by these considerations, this paper investigates the impact of multiple,
smaller vibrational energy harvesters distributed throughout a cable-stayed bridge versus
the traditional design of a single vibrational energy harvester attached to the structure.
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Also, to account for the problem of the large among of mass required, a multifunctional
harvester mass will be considered.

In order to accomplish that, first the locality of the harvester relative to the cable-stayed
bridge example is exploited to reduce the complexity of the system in order to perform
design optimization to maximize power generation. This is achieved by implementing the
computationally efficient methodology described in [25] to optimally design the frequencies
of the devices augmenting the bridge example shown.

The green garden concept is incorporated as the potential multifunctional design for
the vehicular cable-stayed bridge. This multifunctional feature can provide both envi-
ronmental and aesthetic advantages. In the particular case of vehicular bridge structures,
green gardens can help decrease the environmental pollution by absorbing carbon dioxide
emissions as typical passenger vehicles emit about 4.6 metric tons of carbon dioxide per
year [26]. This multifunctional design solution would also be beneficial for the ecology
since they can facilitate habitat provisions for birds and other species [27].

Incorporating the greenery concept within the structural design can alleviate the
climatic issue created by solar gain, since plants have the ability to absorb heat and cool the
environment [12]. The implementation of the garden concept into the harvester design will
have the added benefit of increasing the environmental comfort of the structure.

More specifically, implementing the green garden concept as the multifunctional
harvester’s mass in the example presented will guarantee significant power generation
under different levels of vibration-based input loads considering that the proof mass in
this case would be on the order of thousands of kilograms. This potential amount of
power will not only guarantee implementation of more complex structural health moni-
toring technologies as schematically shown in Figure 2, but will also serve as a potential
source to the power grid, lighting, traffic devices and more complex wireless sensing and
communication systems.
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Figure 2. Schematic bridge health monitoring representation [28].

2. Problem Formulation

The efficient computational methodology [29] adapted and described in [25] to perform
analysis and design optimization of electromagnetic vibrational energy harvesters at the
infrastructure scale was applied to design and optimize two and more devices attached to a
cable-stayed bridge example. The equations of motion for the nominal (without harvesters)
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and modified (with harvesters) systems are defined by (1) and (2) in [25], with vectors ub
and Ub, of size nb × 1, representing the system’s response in relative coordinates without
and with the connection of the devices, respectively. uh and Uh, of size nh × 1, represent
the response of the harvester(s), in the two cases.

The system’s degrees of freedom are defined by ndo f = nb + nh, where nb is the number
of degrees of freedom of the superstructure and nh is the number of harvesters attached.

The electrical properties of the harvesters are defined by the diagonal nh × nh matrix
BL containing the magnetic flux of each harvester and BLL and RLL, which are also diagonal
matrices of size nh × nh containing the ratio of individual magnetic flux to inductance and
resistive load to inductance, of each harvester, respectively. These matrices are assembled
as explained in Equations (11)–(17) in [25].

The nominal system can be represented in state space form as defined by (1)–(4), with
the response x(t) written in terms of the nominal system’s impulse response in the pattern
of the matrix B with initial conditions x(0) = x0 as shown in (5) with HB(t) = eAtB.

.
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bf(t), (1)

y(t) = Cx(t), (2)

A =


0ndo f×ndo f Indo f 0ndo f×nh

−M−1K −M−1C

[
0(ndo f−nh)×nh

−Mh
−1BL

]
0nh×(2ndo f−nh)

BLL −RLL

, (3)

B =

0ndo f×nb

M−1
b P

02nh×nb

, (4)

x(t) = eAtx0 +
∫ t

0
HB(t− τ)f(τ)dτ, (5)

The x(t) state vector of size ndim × 1 consists of the displacements and velocities of
each DOF of the superstructure and harvester along with the current generated by each
harvester, with ndim = 2ndo f + nh. Desired system outputs, y(t), can be represented as

linear combination of the states x(t), and x(t) =
[
ub uh

.
ub

.
uh i

]T .
The modified system is represented by Equations (6)–(8) in state space with the system

states defined by X(t) =
[
Ub Uh

.
Ub

.
Uh I

]T
of size ndim × 1. ∆K and ∆C represent the

stiffness and damping matrices arising from connections of the harvester(s) to the system.

.
X(t) = (A + ∆A)X(t) + Bf(t), (6)

Y(t) = CX(t), (7)

∆A =

 0ndo f×ndo f 0ndo f×ndo f 0ndo f×nh

−M−1∆K −M−1∆C 0ndo f×nh

0nh×ndo f 0nh×ndo f 0nh×nh

, (8)

Using the superposition principle, the modified states, X(t), can be calculated using
(9) with the nominal states, x(t), and the convolution of the pseudoforce vector, p(t) of
size nh × 1, arising from the connection of the harvester(s) to the structure and the impulse
response, HL(t) = eAtL of size ndim × nh, in the pattern of the modification, where the
modification is given by the addition of the harvesters to the superstructure.

X(t) = x(t) +
∫ t

0
HL(t− τ)p(τ)dτ, (9)
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The modification can be compactly written as shown in Equations (10)–(13), where
matrix R, of size ndo f × nh, maps which superstructure degree of freedom each harvester is
connected to and where Inh is the identity matrix of size nh × nh.

S(i,j) =

{
1, ∀ j = 1, . . . , nh & i = pos(j)
0, otherwise

, (10)

R =

[
S
−Inh

]
, (11)

L = −M−1R, (12)

L =

0ndo f×nh

L
0nh×nh

, (13)

The pseudoforce can be efficiently computed [29] as given in (14), where δK and δC
are diagonal matrices containing the stiffness and damping of the harvesters, respectively.

p(t)− x̃(t)−
∫ t

0
H̃L(t− τ)p(τ)dτ = 0, (14)

x̃(t) = qGx(t), (15)

H̃L(t) = qGHL(t), (16)

q =
[
δK δC 0nh×nh

]
, (17)

G =

 RT 0nh×ndo f 0nh×nh

0nh×ndo f RT 0nh×nh

0nh×ndo f 0nh×ndo f Inh

, (18)

In the results reported here, the low dimensional pseudoforce was calculated using
trapezoidal rule and fast Fourier transforms as presented in [29]. The outputs of interest
for the modified system, X(t) of size nh × 1, can be computed by the sum of the outputs of
interest of the nominal system, x(t) of size nh × 1, and the convolution of the corresponding
portion of the impulse response to the outputs of interest, Hnh(t) of size nh × nh, in the
pattern of the modification, and the low order pseudoforce, p(t).

X(t) = x(t) +
∫ t

0
Hnh(t− τ)p(τ)dτ, (19)

x(t) = Gnh x(t), (20)

X(t) = Gnh X(t), (21)

Hnh(t) = Gnh HL(t), (22)

Gnh =
[
0nh×ndo f 0nh×ndo f Inh

]
, (23)

Optimization

The efficient approach to solve for the modified system outputs of interest previously
described allows one to exploit the locality of the harvester(s) and considerably reduce the
cable-stayed bridge example presented in order to repeat the required analysis to perform
design optimization.

The optimization was performed using the patternsearch algorithm in MATLAB.
Figure 3 schematically represents the patternsearch optimization algorithm flowchart as
described in [30]. The algorithm uses an adaptative mesh of design points to find a specified
function’s minimum value. A sequence of approximation points that approach an optimal
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solution is located by the algorithm, by comparing the objective function from a point in
the sequence to the next as its value either decreases or remains the same.
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In this paper, the objective function to minimize was chosen to be the negative of
the total energy extracted from all the different harvester(s) configurations and defined in
(24), where I(t) is a nh× 1 vector of currents generated by the harvesters calculated using
the efficient approach described in the problem formulation, and RL is a nh × nh diagonal
matrix containing each resistive load of the harvester(s).

f (x) = −
∫ t

0
I(t)TRLI(t) dt, (24)

The design variable was chosen to be a vector containing the frequencies of the
harvesters,ωh, with prescribed lower and upper bounds that were selected after an initial
parameter screening. An initial value of 1 rad/s was selected for the design variables for
all results reported.

ωlower ≤ωh ≤ωupper,
ωlower = 0.9 rad/s
ωupper = 25 rad/s

For this particular example, the damping of the harvesters was neglected and not
included as a design variable. In order to do this, maximum structure and harvester
displacements were assessed after each optimization run to guarantee that they were
within acceptable and safe values.
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3. Example: Cable-Stayed Bridge
3.1. Model Description

The example considered herein consists of the cable-stayed Bill Emerson Memorial
Bridge (2003) located between Cape Girardeau, Missouri and East Cape Girardeau, Illinois,
spanning the Mississippi river. The bridge model, adapted from [31], consists of 579 nodes,
128 cable elements, 162 beam elements, 420 rigid links and 134 nodal masses. The structure
has a total of 3474 degrees of freedom and a total mass of 51,987,767.58 kg. The fundamental
frequency of the bridge is 1.0172 rad/s and the second modal frequency is 1.765 rad/s.
Dyke et al. [32] developed a finite element model of the bridge as shown in Figure 4. In
the model, the connections between the bridge deck and the tower are purely through the
cables, this allows one to place energy dissipation devices between the deck and the tower.
The initial model consisting of 3474 DOFs was reduced by imposing boundary conditions,
removing slave DOFs and applying a static condensation to eliminate DOFs with a small
contribution to the global system response. The resulting reduced model, consisting of
419 degrees of freedom as presented in [31] and further described in [32], will be used
for the remainder of this section. The model was cast in the form of Equations (1) and (2)
with vectors ub and Ub representing the system’s response in relative coordinates. In order
to maintain the symmetry of the structure with respect to the main longitudinal axis, X,
of the deck span, two different scenarios were considered: (1) two harvesters attached at
two symmetric joints of the bridge and (2) sets of two harvesters attached at symmetric
joints of the bridge with identical equivalent total harvester mass. Each harvester was
considered to be a uniaxial device oriented along the X-axis. Table 1 summarizes the details
for both scenarios.
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Table 1. Harvester(s) configurations parameters for bridge model.

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Number of harvesters 2 nh
Location Symmetric joints Symmetric joints

Mass of harvester 259,938.835 kg 519,877.67/nh kg
Total harvester mass 519,877.67 kg 519,877.67 kg

Mass ratio 0.01 0.01
System DOFs 421 419 + nh

The electrical properties of the harvester(s) were scaled using an existing electromag-
netic vibrational energy harvester as explained in [25] and as shown in Table 2. The total
harvester mass was considered to be 1% of the total structure mass, or more specifically
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519,877.67 kg, and was kept constant for both cases in order to more accurately compare
the performance of the system in all different configurations.

Table 2. Scaled harvester(s) electrical properties.

Harvester Electrical
Properties

Harvester Mass
mh (kg)

Resistive
Load RL (Ω)

Magnetic Flux BL
(N/A)

Inductance
Le (H)

Base harvester 2.4 4118 452 0.04
Scaled harvester mh 4118 L−1 452L 0.04L

where L = 3
√

mh/ 3
√

2.4 kg

3.2. Input Load

To more realistically assess the power generation capabilities of the harvester(s) when
augmenting a realistic bridge model, the El Centro earthquake record was utilized as the
ground excitation in the longitudinal direction for a duration of 40 s. This loading was
recorded at the Imperial Valley Irrigation District substation of the North-South component
in El Centro, California in 18 May 1940. There are some limitations associated with the
earthquake record for the analyses since the loading record has a sampling time of 0.02 s. In
order to address this limitation, and to more accurately compute the response of the system,
a subsequent linear interpolation of the earthquake record was performed, reducing the
sampling time to 0.0013 s, but still maintaining a realistic loading history without loss of
accuracy. Figure 5 contains the original and interpolated sample El Centro earthquake
record. The load was applied in the reduced bridge model at the kept X-direction degrees
of freedom.
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Given that the Bill Emerson Memorial Bridge is located in the New Madrid seismic
zone and constitutes the principal crossing of the Mississippi River, its design strongly
accounts for seismic activity [32]. Under this consideration, the El Centro input load was
selected as a good representation to assess the structure’s performance when augmented
with vibrational energy harvesters and exposed to moderate seismic loads.

A second loading was employed to better assess the power generation capabilities
of the vibrational energy harvesters under more common loads. In this particular case, a
loading possessing the magnitude of typical traffic loads was utilized to more realistically
predict the amount of power and possible applications from the implementation of these
devices. The literature reports maximum peak acceleration values of about 0.1 cm/s2 at
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the Bill Emerson Bridge due to ambient/traffic induced vibrations [33,34]. Based on these
considerations, the El Centro earthquake record was scaled to a peak acceleration value of
0.000214 m/s2 and used as the input load to optimize the power generation capabilities of
the harvesters under loads of magnitude of the daily, realistic loads. Figure 6 shows the
scaled loading for a duration of 40 s.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Optimization Design

Multiple studies were performed to determine the optimal location of different har-
vester(s) configurations under the El Centro earthquake and the scaled input loads. These
were conducted by optimizing the frequencies of the devices to maximize the total power
generation from implementation of 2, 4 and 8 harvesters, with harvester frequency bounds
set from 0.9 to 25 rad/s, which were chosen after an initial parameter screening. In all
cases, the devices were placed symmetrically about the main bridge axis (X) to maintain
the structure’s symmetry. For the sake of brevity, in this paper, only the results for the
8-harvester configuration are provided. Details of all results for all configurations can be
found in [35].

De et al. in [31] reported optimal locations for the implementation of pairs of passive
control devices, including viscous dampers and TMDs, on the Bill Emerson Bridge. Based
on the tabulated results, the optimal joint combinations reported in [31] were chosen as the
initial set of potential locations for the 8-harvester configuration. Additionally, locations
were also investigated taking into consideration the desired multifunctionality of the
harvester masses and also keeping in mind the goal of an overall aesthetic bridge design.
For this reason, different joint combinations, selected to perform design optimization,
outside those reported in [31], were considered where harvesters were attached at locations
corresponding to the outer deck on both sides of the bridge.

The optimal power generation for the 2, 4 and 8-harvester configurations was found to
be 1489 kW, 1613.6 kW and 1623.8 kW under El Centro input and 4.914 mW, 5.325 mW and
5.359 mW under the scaled input, respectively. From the resulting optimal power generation
for all three configurations, one can note that four or more harvesters can generate more
power than a single harvester pair of equivalent total mass, supporting the assertion that
multiple smaller devices result in better performance and ease of implementation.

Results from the optimization of the total power generation as a function of loca-
tion are presented in Tables 3 and 4 for the 8-harvester configuration under both input
loads, respectively. In this particular case, the optimal harvester’s location consisted of
a combination of joints as found in [31] with additional harvesters on the outer deck of
the bridge.
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Table 3. Optimized frequencies for eight harvesters at different locations under El Centro input. The
resulting optimal location and frequencies that maximizes power generation are shown in bold.

8 Harvesters

Location Frequencies [rad/s] Power [kW] Energy [W-h]

1
(117 184 204 209
459 461 525 527)

9.13 9.13 13.18 12.86
1253.1 348.109.17 9.17 9.17 9.17

2
(117 184 205 210
318 323 459 525)

12.24 11.71 13.09 12.87
1368.6 380.1613.47 13.47 9.21 9.21

3
(119 186 206 211
319 324 459 525)

12.26 11.70 21.47 12.79
1442 400.5713.39 13.39 9.20 9.20

4
(117 184 206 211
319 324 461 527)

11.66 11.67 12.39 12.91
1623.8 451.0513.46 13.46 9.20 9.20

5
(119 186 205 210
318 323 461 527)

11.71 12.25 12.87 13.09
1370.2 380.6113.47 13.47 9.20 9.20

6
(83 119 150 186
461 494 527 560)

9.15 12.28 9.15 9.13
1564.2 434.509.15 9.12 9.15 9.13

Table 4. Optimized frequencies for eight harvesters at different locations under scaled input. The
resulting optimal location and frequencies that maximizes power generation are shown in bold.

8 Harvesters

Location Frequencies [rad/s] Power [mW] Energy [µW-h]

1
(117 184 204 209
459 461 525 527)

9.13 9.13 13.18 12.86
4.135 1.1499.17 9.17 9.17 9.17

2
(117 184 205 210
318 323 459 525)

12.24 11.71 13.09 12.87
4.516 1.25513.47 13.47 9.21 9.21

3
(119 186 206 211
319 324 459 525)

12.26 11.70 21.47 12.79
4.759 1.32213.39 13.39 9.20 9.20

4
(117 184 206 211
319 324 461 527)

11.66 11.67 12.39 12.91
5.359 1.48813.46 13.46 9.20 9.20

5
(119 186 205 210
318 323 461 527)

11.71 12.25 12.87 13.09
4.522 1.25613.47 13.47 9.20 9.20

6
(83 119 150 186
461 494 527 560)

9.15 12.28 9.15 9.13
5.162 1.4349.15 9.12 9.15 9.13

The optimal configuration is shown in Figure 7. It is important to note that from all
selected joints for all different configurations, only the optimal locations for the 8-harvester
scenario considered connecting the devices at joints on both Piers 2 and 3, specifically
the ones located at deck level. The strategic placement of these devices along the outer
deck not only maximizes the potential power generation but also allows for flexibility of
implementation for the multifunctional harvester masses or more specifically gardens on
each side of the structure.

Since damping was not included in the optimization process for all different configu-
rations, maximum structure displacements and accelerations were computed to guarantee
they were within acceptable values as shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Maximum bridge nominal (n), without harvesters, and modified (m), with harvesters,
displacement and acceleration responses for all configurations.

Cable-Stayed Bridge Model, El Centro Input

h xn [m] xm [m] Joint DOF
..
xn [m/s2]

..
xm [m/s2]

2
0.3703

0.3395
9 49 17.4

17.08
4 0.3383 17.03
8 0.3544 16.99

Figure 8 shows the displacement time history for the 8-harvester configuration while
Figure 9 shows the corresponding displacement frequency response functions. The result-
ing optimal frequencies display a wide distribution since multiple local frequency peaks
are observed in this case, as shown in Figure 9.

To further investigate the behavior of the resulting optimized frequencies, the fre-
quency content of the input load was determined and shown in Figure 10. We can clearly
observe that the highest frequency happens around 9.19 rad/s with some high peaks in the
orders of 12 to 13 rad/s and hence, the tuning of all harvesters in that range.
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The amount of power extracted under seismic excitation and shown in Table 3 is
considerable and is sufficient to potentially power wireless communication devices that
can alert or prevent structural damage during catastrophic events. The applications of
this technology and the potential energy extracted are significant for implementation of
structural health monitoring in bridges. Although the energy obtained from the scaled load
is significantly smaller in this example, it is still sufficient to power WSNs, considering that
their power requirements for data transmission are on the order of 0.09 to 128 mW [18]. In
this particular example under this load, the potential power generation is on the order of
5 mW in all cases.

After the optimized frequencies and the associated energy harvested were found,
further analyses were conducted to compare the optimum power generation of the 8-
harvester configuration to two other scenarios, when the harvester(s) was tuned to the
fundamental bridge frequency of 1.0172 rad/s and also to the scenario where they were
tuned to different constant values selected from the optimal results or more specifically
9.15 rad/s in this case. The El Centro earthquake record was selected as the input load to
perform this comparison.

The results are shown in Figure 11. One can clearly observe that tuning the devices
to the fundamental bridge frequency underestimates the power generation capabilities
in this configuration. The power is increased by 76% when optimizing each individual
frequency for all harvesters with respect to tuning the devices to the fundamental frequency
of the structure. The difference between the results from optimizing each individual device
versus fixing a close to optimal value represents a 50% increase considering that, for this
particular configuration, there is a wide distribution of optimized frequencies. The same
comparison for 2, 4 and 16-harvester configurations can be found in [35].
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Figure 11. Influence of non-optimized versus optimized harvester(s) properties in the power genera-
tion capabilities of 8 harvesters.

Table 6 contains a comparison of required computational times including up-front costs
and the required number of function evaluations for the bridge example. The computational
times were calculated using the cputime command in MATLAB on a computer with two
3.20 GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2667 v4 processors, 256 GB RAM, Windows 10 and
running MATLAB 2019b with parallel pool and 12 workers. The computational speed
increase was compared with the projected cost of the conventional method using lsim in
MATLAB for the number of function evaluations required for the proposed approach for
each harvester configuration. For this particular example, the computational efficiency was
increased two to three orders of magnitude. It is important to note that as the number of
harvesters increases so does the required number of function evaluations which causes an
increase in the computational efficiency of the proposed method. In particular, the design
optimization process for the 8-harvester case was computed in approximately 11 min using
the proposed method versus the approximate 3 days that it would have taken to completely
replicate the process using conventional methods.
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Table 6. Comparison of required computational time for the cable-stayed bridge model.

Number of
Harvesters

Function
Evaluations

Conventional
Method

(Projected)

Proposed
Method
(Actual)

Computational
Speed Up

2 239 10,870 s 164 s 66.3
4 903 54,687 s 324 s 168.8
8 3703 231,290 s 684 s 338.1

4.2. Multifunctional Concept Design

Green gardens were considered as the multifunctional design concept to be imple-
mented as the harvester’s mass for the cable-stayed bridge model. For ease of analysis, roof
gardens were adapted and implemented in this example. These types of gardens can be
categorized as shallow (ultra-extensive), medium depth (extensive) and deep (intensive)
systems [36]. The first refers to gardens that have an approximate growth media depth
of 2.5′′ to 4′′ and require little maintenance; they are suitable for implementation at inac-
cessible areas and can accommodate sedums, herbs and grasses. Extensive gardens have
a growth media depth of 5′′ to 8′′ and also require relatively low maintenance. They can
include sedum, herbs grasses and other types of vegetation. Irrigation systems may be
required for this category to support more diverse plants and when installed in semi-arid
climates. Intensive gardens typically exceed a growth media depth of 8′′ to accommodate
planting systems that require deeper media. This type of system requires high maintenance
such as watering, fertilizing, mowing/weeding, needs to incorporate an irrigation system
and they also impose the greatest dead load.

Under these considerations, extensive gardens were selected for implementation
in the cable-stayed bridge model, considering their low maintenance requirements and
their potential to accommodate different types of vegetation. A schematic representation
including different components of the green garden can be found in [36].

This concept, when applied to bridge structures, would have significant impact on
the environment since it would improve and reduce the pollution created by traffic carbon
dioxide emissions considering the ability of plants to absorb carbon emissions, and can
reduce the urban heat island effect since sunlight is used for growth as it is absorbed by
vegetation instead of becoming heat energy [36]. The concept would also improve the
aesthetics of the structure as well as creating ecological habitats for birds and other species.
One conceptual garden implementation for bridge infrastructure is shown in Figure 12. The
Friedrich Bayer Bridge in Brazil is another example of incorporating the garden concept
into bridge infrastructure [37].
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As previously mentioned, green gardens were selected as the multifunctional concept
to implement for the Bill Emerson cable-stayed bridge. The solution considered connecting
the garden mass to joints located towards the center of the bridge deck to maximize the
power generation, maintain the symmetry of the structure and strategically improve the
bridge’s aesthetics in general. Recent experimental studies on piezoelectric energy harvest-
ing from vehicle–bridge coupling vibration show that higher energy harvesting efficiency
can be achieved when the harvester is installed at the center of the structure [39]. These
results validate the approach of implementing the proposed multifunctional vibrational
energy harvesting concept at the center of the Bill Emerson cable-stayed bridge.

Based on these considerations, the total garden mass was divided into two sections
and placed on joints located between piers 2 and 3, and more specifically 466, 474, 482 and
490 on the outer right deck and 532, 540, 548 and 556 on the outer left deck as schematically
shown in Figure 13. In this particular case a total of eight harvesters were considered, but
different configurations can be selected without affecting the efficacy and practicality of the
employed computational method. The total garden area was divided into eight equal tribu-
tary areas where each is supported by a harvester at the specified joints and schematically
shown in Figure 14. A schematic representation of the green gardens connected to both
sides the bridge outer deck is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Schematic representation of bridge deck cross-section with green gardens attached at both
sides of the outer deck.

Detailed calculations were performed to determine the total required mass for the
green gardens, with each harvester tributary area defined by a length of 82.29 m, considering
the spacing between joints, and a width of 3 m, selected to achieve proportionality within
the structure. Table 7 shows the different components and general specifications for
the design and implementation of the green gardens as presented in [27]. Based on the
calculations performed, each harvester’s mass was found to be approximately 67,093.7 kg
resulting in a total harvester mass of 536,749.6 kg.

Table 7. Components and specifications for the implementation of green garden at the cable-stayed
bridge model.

System Components Specifications Weight Total

Number of harvesters 8
Area of each h 246.89 m2 1975.1 m2

Growth media depth 0.2 m
Volume of each h 246.89 m2 × 0.2 m 395.02 m3

Drainage Composite 1.22× 15.24 m roll 31.75 kg each 1406.7 kg (44 rolls)
Protection Fabric 3.81× 60.69 m each 0.5425 kg/m2 6428.95 kg (6)

Growth Media Saturated Weight 1204.6 kg/m3 475, 841.1 kg
Plants, Sedum Mats 2.32 m2 each 26.85 kg/m2 53, 072.78 kg (852)

Total harvester mass 536, 749.6 kg

The same two input loads were considered in the design process as described in
Section 3.2, including both El Centro earthquake record and a scaled version of it to
simulate typical vibration levels from traffic loads at the Bill Emerson cable-stayed bridge.
The optimization again consisted of maximizing the power generated under both input
loads by optimizing each harvester frequency. Results from the optimization process are
shown in Table 8 for both input cases.
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Table 8. Optimized eight-harvester frequencies with no damping for distributed garden concept
implementation.

Optimized Frequencies in rad/s for the Cable-Stayed Bridge Garden Application

Load Location Frequencies [rad/s] Power [W] Energy [W-h]

El Centro (466 474 482 490 532 540 548 556)
9.14 9.14 9.14 12.25

1,574,902.46 437.479.14 9.14 9.14 9.14

Scaled (466 474 482 490 532 540 548 556)
9.14 9.14 9.14 12.25

0.0052 1.44 × 10−6
9.14 9.14 9.14 9.14

In this particular example the resulting frequencies follow a similar pattern, with most
of them tuned around 9.14 rad/s under both input loads, consistent with their highest
peaks located around 9.14 rad/s in Figure 16. There is an exception to this behavior for
the harvester connected at joint 490 which is tuned at 12.25 rad/s, also consistent with its
highest peak located between 12.2 and 12.4 rad/s in Figure 16. Although the total harvester
mass was considered to be similar to that described in Section 4.1 or more specifically 1.03%
of the total structure mass, the harvester’s placement was chosen taking into consideration
aesthetic factors, with a difference of about only 3% in total power generation with respect
to the optimal results for the 8-harvester case shown in Table 3.
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Figure 17 shows the displacement time histories for all devices subjected to the El
Centro earthquake record input load for the implementation of the green garden con-
cept using a total of eight harvesters and no damping. In all cases, maximum harvester
displacements are within acceptable and safe values. For this particular example, only
displacements under El Centro earthquake record load were investigated considering that
the peak acceleration from the traffic induced scaled input load is considerably smaller
than the earthquake load.
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5. Conclusions

Earthquake vibrations were employed to assess the power generation capabilities of
the different harvester configurations applied to a realistic bridge structure. Even though
civil infrastructure is not constantly exposed to earthquake loads, the results obtained
during these moderate to extreme vibrations validate the benefits of incorporating this
technology into the overall structural system design and their significant power generation
capabilities (the order of thousands of kilowatts over a 40 s period). Although the amount
of electrical power obtained from traffic induced level vibrations in the particular bridge
example considered are only on the order of milliwatts, the scavenged energy is still
sufficient to power WSNs that can monitor the structural health of bridge structures.

To further investigate the effects of multiple input loads in the performance and power
generation capabilities of vibrational energy harvesters in bridges, wind and traffic loads
can be included in the analyses.

Pre-defined symmetric locations were considered in this paper to optimize the total
power generation of all harvesters for the purpose of implementing the multifunctional
green garden concept. However, a topology optimization can be performed without
alterations to the proposed methodology and is one future direction of the authors’ research.

The green garden concept was investigated and presented as potential multifunctional
solution to holistically integrate the mass of the harvesters into the overall structural system
design for the cable-stayed bridge example. The proposed design solution maximized
the harvester’s power generation capabilities while utilizing the harvester’s proof mass
as gardens to enhance the structure’s aesthetics while benefitting both the ecology and
the environment.

The efficient design, analysis, and validation of vibrational energy harvesters is critical
to their successful implementation in bridges and buildings. This research, when imple-
mented as multifunctional devices, will enable energy efficient civil structural systems
capable of dissipating vibrations while integrating the mass of the energy harvester to
improve the functionality and aesthetics of structures. Since vibrational energy harvesters
will not only dissipate structural vibrations but will also provide a localized energy source,
this multifunctional concept can also potentially contribute to the sustainability of varied
infrastructure systems.
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